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I

often wonder how the City of Buffalo fell from vibrancy over the last half century.
Some light was shed upon reading an opinion piece by retired city planner

James E. Carr in Feb. 28th’s edition of The Buffalo News. His piece illustrates a
compulsion to focus on abstract silver-bullet solutions at the expense of investing in
the fundamentals that makes a city livable.
Carr said that the Niagara Frontier Transportation Authority should “leapfrog” bus
rapid transit in favor of spending more money on autonomous vehicles. His argument
was in response to news of NFTA studying the prospect of enhancing our city’s sixth
busiest bus line, the #19 Bailey. It connects with 16 other routes, which is why so often
people wait at these stops along Bailey Avenue and why more accommodations, like
bigger shelters and faster service, is necessary.
But someone like Carr suggests the solution is to leave behind frequent and reliable
public transportation and focus on the latest craze Silicon Valley and Elon Musk is
selling, personal vehicles that can be requested via a smart phone app and take you
exactly where you want to go.
His logic is harming people who need the bus most often today.
I am a bus rider, and yes, I get annoyed spending 15 to 60 minutes reaching my
destination after getting off the bus. Other cities have a way of making this “flaw” work.
They build things closer to bus stops. Something someone like Carr could have done
when he worked at City Hall.
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